
Movie Memories on Facebook
Here is a list of the first 100 or so Movie Memories that have been posted on 
Facebook at www.facebook.com/moviememorytime/

Feb- March 2016:
LAWRENCE WELK MEMORIES
Enjoy Lawrence Welk, His Orchestra, singers and dancers in this early-1950s color 
promotional film for Sinclair Oil. Then share your memories of Welk, early television, night 
clubs and ... Gasoline.

ZOO MEMORIES
Recall memories of visiting the zoo when you were young or taking your own children. 4 
questions at the end of this Popeye cartoon will guide the discussion. When Popeye takes L'il 
Swee' Pea to the zoo he tangles with the wild animals. Did you eat spinach as a kid just 
because Popeye did?

SCHOOL DAYS & PIANO MEMORIES
Remember those grade school days when you ran around with a "gang" of kids. This 1923 
Little Rascals comedy "Lodge Night" may also remind how much you hated practicing piano. 
Watch! Recall! Share Your Memories!

ROY ROGERS MEMORIES
Jog your memory with a short trailer to the 1943 western thriller "King of the Cowboys" in 
which Roy battles Nazi saboteurs! Then share your memories of Roy or Saturday Matinees 
with friends and family.

REMEMBER BETSY WETSY? 
Did you or your daughter have a Betsy Wetsy doll in the 1950s? Watch how Betsy was 
invented and manufactured. Then talk about your favorite childhood doll, army soldier or toy.

WILD PARTY MEMORIES!
Fats Waller swings with "This Joint is Jumping." Did you ever have a wild time at a wilder 
party? Here is your chance to talk about it.

ROBOT RAMPAGE!
The best chapter ending from the 1939 Bela Lugosi serial THE PHANTOM CREEPS may 
awaken repressed nightmares of rampaging robots... or the childhood joys of Killer Robots. 
Exorcise those demons by talking about them... or just have fun!

WINTER FUN & "JINGLE BELLS"
Recall Winter Activities and then sing-along "Jingle Bells" with your friends and the Bouncing 
Ball. Did you ever take a sleigh ride in the snow? Watch, Recall, and Share Your Memories.



SCHOOL LUNCHTIME
Recall your school lunches in 1952. Yummy, huh? Were you a polite Dork like Phil? Did boys 
and girls in the 5th grade really eat lunch together? Movie Memory Time helps you share your 
memories (good or bad with family and friends.

GORILLA MEMORIES
Remember guys in gorilla suits in old movies? Maybe not, but you should have fun with this 
trailer for WHITE GORILLA (1945). You may recall that walk through a rain forest or looking in 
the mirror while shaving.

DREAMS OF SINGING
Recall your dreams of being a professional singer with this Lena Horne short from 1944 - 
BOOGIE WOOGIE DREAM. Or perhaps you danced to Big Band music in the 1940s or live 
rock 'n roll in the 1950s.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE MEMORIES
This scene from PARDON MY PUPS will recall pleasant memories of young Shirley Temple. It 
might also remind you of the dog or cat you once had as a pet. Watch Movie Memory Time 
just for fun. Recall your childhood. Share memories of movies or of your own life.

FRED & GINGER Memories
The mission of Movie Memory Time is to encourage reminiscing about one's past as a group 
activity for Seniors. Vintage film clips awaken memories. Questions prompt the discussion that 
follows. Watch, Recall, and Share Your Memories.

SO YOU WANT TO BE A GAMBLER
This Movie Memory may remind you in a humorous way how that gambling gig didn't work out 
so hot. We hope your biggest wins in life were your spouse, your children, your friends and 
your career. Here's your chance to talk about that ... or of a really fun trip to Las Vegas.

1956 NEWSREEL MEMORIES
Where were you in 1956? This Movie Memory is certain to jog your recall. New Navy missile! 
Twisters rip midwest! Robot weather station! Olympic horses! Grace Kelly arrives in Monoco! 
The Big Top opens season! Talk about world events or your own life in the 1950s.

NIGHTMARE CARTOONS
Did the Pincushion Man in BALLOON LAND cartoon scare you when you were young? What 
are your childhood fright memories? Which films or monsters still scare you today?

MYSTERY MEMORIES
Do you love a baffling murder mystery? This excerpt from THE KENNEL MURDER CASE will 
bring memories flooding back. A suicide is committed in a locked room by poison, stabbing 
and gun shot. Suicide? Don't bet on it. Philo Vance, played by William Powell, is only starting 
to solve the case, with help from Mary Astor and Eugene Pallette.

DAYDREAM Memories
Jack Benny dreams that he meets Marilyn Monroe on board a ship bound for Hawaii. Did you 
ever have a fantasy like this? Did you ever dream about making love to Jack? Here's your 
chance to talk about it, or listen to your friends embarrass themselves.



JACKIE COOPER Memories
Jackie Cooper studies to be a lawyer in this scene from STREETS OF NEW YORK (1939). 
Do you remember Jackie? What profession did you study for? Or recall and discuss crazy 
people in your life!!!

DRIVE-IN Memories
This musical "Soundie" from the 1940s was made to play the catchy tune "At Your Service" on 
film jukeboxes called Panorams. Today it may arouse memories of Drive-In Restaurants you 
visited back in the days, or it may remind you guys of cute girls!

IRISH CARTOON Memories
The color cartoon THE WEE MEN (Paramount, 1947) will jog your memory about Irish lore 
and Leprechauns. Questions after the film will encourage you to talk about your Irish heritage 
with family and friends.

SPRINGTIME Cartoon Memories
The fanciful color cartoon TO SPRING shows how Elves create Spring every year. Recall 
Springs from your past, talk about Spring, share your Spring memories or just rush outdoors 
to garden, boat, stroll, loll around, picnic or wash the car.

EASTER MEMORIES - The Crucifixtion
Watch the eternal story of the Crucifixion of Jesus Christ on Good Friday. Then recall Easter 
memories from your childhood and Christian upbringing. Share those memories with friends 
and family, if so inclined, in a session of Movie Memory Time, or just reflect on the Greatest 
Story Ever Told.

EASTER Memories - The Resurrection
The final chapter in the 12-part "The Life of Christ" series is His Resurrection on Easter 
Sunday. Recall memories of Easter past, when you were a child or raising children, memories 
of your church or of the beliefs you maintain today. Share your memories with friends and 
family by watching together this special session of Movie Memory Time.

RAILROAD Memories
Did you see America by train in the 1950s or '60s? Did you take family vacations by rail? Did 
you have a model railroad? Revive those memories and talk about them with friends at Movie 
Memory Time.

HOWDY DOODY Memories
Remember Howdy Doody? Remember your kids watching Howdy? You probably don't recall 
that Howdy, Buffalo Bob and Flub-A-Dub made a 3 MINUTES LONG commercial for Colgate 
Toothpaste. See it now and recall other memories of 1950s kid shows and long, long ads!

April-May 2016:

SHIRLEY TEMPLE Memories
The dream sequence from Shirley Temple's LITTLE PRINCESS (1939) will evoke memories 
of Shirley and your own childhood dreams.



REMEMBER SPRING?
Recall why you love Spring with the Color Cartoon "The Spring Song." Then sing about it with 
the Bouncing Ball showing you what words to sing. If the spirit moves you, talk about Spring 
with Friends and Family in this latest Movie Memory Time.

SPIKE JONES Memories
Remember the wacky music of Spike Jones and His City Slickers? Love it or hate it, this will 
remind you! After a few laughs (if you make it to the end) you can talk about what kind of 
music you do like the best. Movie Memory Time helps recall the best and worst moments in 
life and encourages reminiscing with friends and family.

PINKY LEE Memories
Did you watch "The Pinky Lee Show" on TV in the early 1950s? Perhaps your kids liked the 
show. These scenes are sure to bring back memories, good or bad, of all TV shows aimed at 
children. Plenty to talk about with this film clip, so share the campy fun with friends and family.

DAYTON ALLEN talks Driver's Ed
Comedian DAYTON ALLEN discusses the lighter side of Driver's Education. Hopefully you 
never went to his school! Good memories or bad, this should remind you of those far off days 
when YOU LEARNED TO DRIVE. So discuss your driving memories or repress them and 
listen to your friends. The choice is always yours at Movie Memory Time.

SLEEPLESS CARTOON
The MGM color cartoon DOGGONE TIRED may stir memories of sleepless nights. Some 
memories are best forgotten and not shared. Who really wants to talk about their sleep 
habits? Enjoy the funny Tex Avery cartoon anyways!

1952 NEWSREEL Memories
What do you recall from that far off year 1952 when Truman was still President? Perhaps 
these scenes from a 1952 Universal International Newsreel will jog those memories of the first 
atomic powered submarine, Reds in Korea, guided missile test, New York transit strike, a 
festival parade in Oregon and sports.

BETTY WHITE Memories
This segment with Betty White from LIFE WITH ELIZABETH (1954) should bring back 
memories of Betty's first TV series, of remodeling a room, trying to fool a spouse or visits from 
"Mother."

Remember THE CABIN KIDS?
Did you ever sing with a group when you were young? Do you like Gene Autry? Reminisce 
about both when you see the Cabin Kids sing the popular songs "Now That You're Gone" and 
"Dinah" in two Gene Autry westerns.

BASEBALL MEMORIES
Baseball season always recalls fond memories of BASEBALL. This 1948 Screen Song 
cartoon BASE BRAWL may remind you of those games you saw long ago that were played by 
ZOO animals!



PROM NIGHT Memories
These scenes from the 1956 film ROCK, ROCK, ROCK will bring back memories of your high 
school prom, Rock 'n Roll singing and dancing, and perhaps your first sweetheart.

YOU BET YOUR LIFE Memories
Groucho Marx battles his wackiest guest ever! Who wins? Ever meet anyone as weird as 
Albert Hall? Memories of Groucho and 1950s TV quiz shows will come flooding back. Which 
were your favorite quiz shows?

SATCHMO Memories
Satchmo the Great performs his hit song "SHINE" for the Soundies Panoram juke box 
machine in 1942. Share your admiration of jazz performers in the movies by reminiscing in 
Movie Memory Time.

ATOMIC AGE Memories
Remember Civil Defense drills in the 1950s? Remember how to "Duck & Cover" to protect 
yourself from an atom bomb blast? Bert the Turtle will ease all your fears ... or bring them 
flooding back. While this partly animated short may seem laughable today, in 1952 it was 
meant to make kids feel safer, and safety is certainly something we all taught our own kids.

ROY ROGERS Memories
These scenes from Roy Rogers' HELDORADO, with Dale Evans and Gabby Hayes, may 
spark memories of Saturday Matinees at the movies, or of Saturday mornings around the old 
TV set in the 1950s. Who were your heroes when you were young? Did you ever visit Las 
Vegas? Were you lucky in life?

BREAKING NEWS
This scene from the Hollywood movie "I Live on Danger" will remind you how "Breaking News" 
was delivered to America over the radio in the 1940s. What news headlines do you recall from 
bygone days that changed your life? Has the media changed much since the 1940s in 
exploiting human tragedy? Which TV newscasters did you trust the most in the 1950s?

GODZILLA Memories
Every kid loves giant dinosaur monster movies. Recall the monsters in your life with these 
coming attraction trailers to Godzilla movies -- in widescreen, color and Japanese language! 
So what's going on??? Monster vs. Monster and good luck to Tokyo.

LUCY SHOW Memories
Did you ever install a shower ... in your living room? Lucy and Viv's attempt may revive 
memories of your own successes or failures with the install-it-yourself bug. Or it may remind 
you of Lucille Ball's funniest slapstick scenes ever. Whichever, we trust this Movie Memory 
Time will both entertain and spark discussion.

ARTIE SHAW'S CLASS IN SWING (1939) 
... will remind you what Swing Music is all about and how much you love maestro Artie Shaw. 
Or it may introduce you to a forgotten chapter of our musical heritage.



June-July 2016:
DINAH SHORE Memories
"See the USA in your Chevrolet!" This catchy promo song for the 1953 Chevrolet will evoke a 
flood of memories about the first car you owned, about 1950s television, driving trips and the 
ever cheerful Dinah Shore.

SING-ALONG Memories - Big Flame Up
This color Screen Song Cartoon invites you to Sing Along with the Bouncing Ball to the tune 
"There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town Tonight." The memories you will be asked to recall 
involve FIRES you may have witnessed and HOT DATES on the town, or perhaps that you or 
your spouse aren't such great singers. If you gather a group to Sing Along, then you can share 
the group embarrassment.

TROUBLE WITH WOMEN
"The Trouble With Women" is not a movie or TV film clip, but rather a 1939 "Educational" film 
about bias against women in the workplace. Fortunately nothing like that happens anymore 
(lol)! Women - what was the first job you held? Did you ever run into prejudice? What did you 
do about it? Men - keep your mouths shut!

ZORRO Cliffhanger
Will the train run over ZORRO in this thrilling cliffhanger chapter ending? Come back next 
week to find out! Who were your favorite cowboy heroes? What fun did you have at the 
movies when you were a kid?

YOGA ANYONE?
When a Yoga instructor comes into the life of "My Little Margie" (Gale Storm) and her 
boyfriend Freddy, anything can happen and does. It should remind you of your fitness regimen 
or perhaps your favorite 1950s TV situation comedies. Whatever!

MOVIE TREATS
"Let's All Go to the Lobby" and other animated trailers once announced "Intermission Time" in 
movie theaters. Once at the concession stand, get in line for 15¢ popcorn, hot dogs, Pepsi 
and Milk Duds. What was your favorite candy? It probably still is. Share with your friends the 
ads, the candy and the memories.

COWBOYS AND INDIANS
Did you play Cowboys & Indians when you were a kid? It was probably inspired by westerns 
such as "Riders of the Whistling Skull" starring the Three Mesquiteers. In this exciting excerpt 
our 3 heroes lead an archaeological expedition to a spooky mountain shaped like a skull. How 
do they escape? That's a secret, but the cliffhanger should unlock some memories of western 
matinees at the movies or on television in the 1950s.

WEDDING Memories
This color Sing-Along cartoon MARRIAGE WOWS will help you recall big weddings you once 
attended, and maybe your own, while the Bouncing Ball will remind you of the words to sing 
for the familiar oldie "For Me and My Gal." Do you like dressing up for big events? Do you like 
singing? How about vintage cartoons?



MEET CORLISS ARCHER
Pert teenager Corliss Archer tries to get her dad to help with a knotty algebra problem in this 
1954 TV sitcom. Times haven't changed much, or have they? Your memories can supply the 
answers. Every Movie Memory invites you to recall problems or pleasures of growing up, 
reminisce and share those memories if you wish, but above all have fun!

BASEBALL Memories
Did you play Little League or "sandlot" baseball as a kid? What were your favorite Major 
League teams and players. Did you attend Major League games? What was the greatest 
baseball game you ever saw? Plenty to think and talk about today for baseball fans.

I’LL FIX IT MYSELF!
Home Repairs may sound boring, until you see Edgar Kennedy try to replace a radio antenna 
in this excerpt from RADIO RAMPAGE. This should remind you of your own triumphs or 
tragedies fixing a leaky faucet, wallpapering a room or hanging a picture. Are you Mr. Fixit? 
Likely your spouse knows the truth.

DETECTIVE DREAMS
Ever dream about being a Private Eye, like Bob Hope in this scene from "My Favorite 
Brunette?" Ever invent anything like a "Keyhole Camera?" Ever meet a mystery woman like 
Dorothy Lamour? (Lucky you!) Maybe not, but one can always dream and recall those dreams 
from our youth.

FOURTH OF JULY PICNIC
Betty Grable gets married on the 4th of July in "A Quiet Fourth," but must then celebrate with 
a family picnic that includes her mom, dad, little brother, old boyfriend and the army lobbing 
shells on the picnic site! We hope your 4th of July turns out somewhat better!

SILLY STUFF FOR SALE
Mass marketing of silly junk began centuries ago. In this clip from "King Kelly of the USA," 
Edgar Kennedy tries to sell perfumed "Personality Mops" over the radio. What was the 
dumbest gadget or collectable you ever bought? Share your most embarrassing purchase 
with friends and family!

POPEYE FOR PRESIDENT
Which cartoon character would you trust to best run the USA? Popeye? Betty Boop? Donald 
or Daffy Duck? How about Superman? Well, here is your chance to nominate your favorite 
animated character. Movie Memories are for fun and reminiscing, so if you start talking Politics 
2016, please keep it civil. No fisticuffs and no eating spinach to gain unfair advantage. 
(Special disclaimer: Any resemblance between Bluto and a real candidate is purely 
coincidental!)

YOUR FAVORITE STARS?
Preview trailers to two Errol Flynn / Olivia de Havilland classics -- "Captain Blood" and 
"Adventures of Robin Hood" -- will awaken memories of your favorite movie actors, actresses, 
screen moments and pictures. Compare notes with friends and family, or just enjoy the 
scenes from two of our favorite films!



THE GIANT CLAW
Is "The Giant Claw" the worst sci-fi monster film ever made? This Turkey Monster (in every 
sense of the word) is so laughable they were afraid to show its head on the movie poster! See 
all the "highlights" in this two minute trailer that is sure to dredge up memories of dreadful 
movies you once saw in a theater.

That Fabulous EDSEL
Did you ever ride in an Edsel car? Ever see one on the road or in a dealer showroom? (We 
understand that if you actually bought one, you are not likely to admit it!) This absurd sales 
pitch, in color, features a song and dance about the NEW 1959 Edsel. At the least, it should 
bring back memories of the best or worst car you ever owned.

42nd STREET
This coming attraction trailer for Busby Berkeley's 42nd STREET (1932) will conjure 
memories of your favorite Hollywood movie musicals. Talk about them with friends and family, 
or dig out that DVD for another viewing.

BUBBLING OVER
The great blues singer Ethel Waters will entertain you early in her career (1934) with a couple 
of songs, while the short "Bubbling Over" offers a glimpse at life during the Great Depression. 
But don't get depressed! Recall the good times of bygone eras with friends and family.

THE BEVERLY HILLBILLIES
Jeb Clampett finding oil in the first episode of "The Beverly Hillbillies" may remind you of 
dumb people you have known ... or of moving to a warm place ... or how it felt to strike it rich! 
Or it may just revive memories of your favorite TV sit-coms.

August - September 2016
1939 WORLD'S FAIR
What visit to the 1939 New York World's Fair would be complete without seeing ELECTRO 
THE ROBOT in the Westinghouse building? This is certain to bring back memories of fairs 
and exhibitions you once attended or revive your love of robots. Did the FUTURE predicted by 
Science-Fiction in the 1930s come to pass? What did the prognosticators miss besides cell 
phones and the Internet?

AL JOLSON Memories
Theatrical trailers to "Go Into Your Dance" (with Al and Ruby Keeler) and "The Singing Kid" 
will spark your memories of Al Jolson and those great 30's musicals from Warner Bros.

SPIES!
In school you may have seen this "Educational" film about Foreign Spies in the 1950s. Today 
spies in the news are COMPUTER HACKERS! Were the "good old days" really that much 
better? Is today that much different? Do times really change very much?

LUCY & APPLIANCES
Lucy, Desi, Fred and Ethel made this early infomercial for Westinghouse appliances in the 
1950s. While it may remind you of your favorite washer or refrigerator way back when, that 



sounds too boring for words. You are more likely to recall your favorite episode of "I Love 
Lucy," which is much more fun to contemplate and talk about.

I LIKE IKE!
Whether you liked President Eisenhower or not (and most of the country did), who can forget 
his catchy election theme song "I Like Ike" and the animated TV ad that may have swung the 
election? This is a great time to think back on your favorite U.S. Presidents of the 20th 
century. No fighting over them, please. They are part of history and each deserves our 
respect. Be sure to vote on election day in November.

FUNNY TV ADS
A visit with the Carnation Milk rabbits Pete and Harry may remind you of TV commercials you 
love or of bad jokes (careful, you may laugh). But you can forget reminiscing today. This 
Movie Memory Time is strictly to laugh with. By the way, who does make you laugh? You can 
talk about that ... them ... whatever....

FLYING SAUCERS
Did you ever see a flying saucer? Are they real? Do you like Science-Fiction movies? Plenty 
to think about and talk about after enjoying this preview trailer for EARTH VS. THE FLYING 
SAUCERS. 

FRANKIE SINGS STARDUST
Frank Sinatra sings "Stardust" in a film version of the radio show "Your Hit Parade" made 
around 1943. This should revive memories of Frankie, pop music you heard on the radio and 
records or of the sponsor Lucky Strikes cigarettes. Who were your favorite singers, songs, 
radio shows or (gasp, gag) cigarettes?

OZZIE & HARRIET
Were the Nelsons your "Favorite TV Family" from 1952 to 1966? Did you watch David and 
Ricky grow up, go to college, get jobs, marry and have kids? Did you buy Kodak Brownie 
cameras and Coca-Cola because Ozzie and Harriet plugged them on TV?

MARX BROTHERS MEMORIES
Remember your favorite Marx Bros. moments in these coming attraction trailers for "Duck 
Soup" and "A Night at the Opera." Did you ever see a real opera? Here's your chance to tell a 
funny or dumb joke.

BUSTER KEATON Labors
Happy Labor Day! What was the first job you ever had? We hope it lasted longer than Buster 
Keaton's two minutes as a soda jerk in COLLEGE. Speaking of Buster, do you laugh harder at 
Charlie Chaplin or some other silent comedian?

JOB INTERVIEW!
Jane Wyman leaves home for her first job interview in "Three Guys Named Mike" (1951). We 
have all had jobs - good, bad or indifferent - but when was the last chance you had to 
reminisce about a job "interview" with family and friends? How did they get their jobs? Could 
be a fascinating story there.



CONEY ISLAND
This glimpse of Coney Island in 1951 is sure to bring back memories of your visits to Coney or 
to your own State Fair, town carnival or local amusement park. Where DID you go back then? 
How about this year? What do you enjoy most: the food, the rides, the shows, the people or 
that special person who shares the day with you?

GRADE SCHOOL WITH OUR GANG
The Little Rascals attend grade school with teacher Miss Crabtree. Did you ever have a crush 
on a teacher? Ever say something smart (or dumb) in class? Ever call teacher "Mother" by 
mistake? Here is your chance to share that ancient embarrassment.

LUCY & the Monkey
After a stressful day, Lucy hallucinates that her boss Mr. Mooney has turned into a gorilla. 
Ever have a day like that? Maybe you once had a massive misunderstanding. Reveal that uh-
oh to the world, or just enjoy this classic comedy bit with Lucille Ball.

WHERE HAS MY LITTLE DOG GONE?
What Big Bands do you recall from the 1940s? Claude Thornhill's band is pretty obscure 
today, but here is his rendition of "Where Has My Little Dog Gone?" from a 1942 Soundie 
(made for video juke boxes). Did we mention the 6 attractive women in short skirts? Don't 
miss the bizarre and grizzly "hot dog" joke. Then talk about music, big bands, girls, dogs or 
bad jokes.

FUN AT THE DENTIST
Jack Nicholson as a dental patient in "The Little Shop of Horrors" (1960) is sure to bring back 
happy memories of your hours in the dentist chair! (Anyone who does have happy DENTIST 
memories, please see your psychiatrist.) Or just enjoy the black comedy.

TALK LIKE A PIRATE WEEK!
Did you miss "Talk Like a Pirate Day" again on September 19? That gives you plenty of time 
to practice for next year. This 1938 color cartoon PEG LEG PEDRO will remind you how 
movie pirates talk -- lots of "Arrghs" and "Avast, ye lubbers!" Then talk about your favorite 
pirate movies, real pirates, pirate novels or ... you get it ... but be sure to talk LIKE a pirate!

FRESH LOBSTER
September 23 is National Lobster Day. TODAY! Wowsers!!! If you can't eat one today, you can 
at least watch a giant animated lobster chase poor Billy Bletcher in the silent comedy "Fresh 
Lobster" (1928). Then talk about lobsters, your last lobster dinner on a cruise ship, over 
eating, nightmares ... or hop in your car and head for the Red Lobster Restaurant in your 
area.

SEATTLE WORLD'S FAIR
This trip to the 1962 Seattle World's Fair will bring back your favorite memories of fairs, 
expositions or theme parks you may have visited. "Century 21 Calling" was made by Bell 
Telephone so be sure to see the latest phone technology in their pavilion. We cut out the next 
five minutes of Bell promos, but the short is otherwise complete and offers a fascinating 
glimpse at this celebrated World's Fair.



October - November 2016:
An Edgar Kennedy Christmas
While it is early for Christmas Cheer, any time is a good time to laugh at Edgar Kennedy's 
BAH! HUMBUG! Christmas from "POISONED IVORY" (1934). We trust you are all looking 
forward to the holiday season and many more Christmas films from Movie Memories.

AMERICAN SPIRIT
John Wayne discusses American Beliefs and the American People as we view clips of 
American Life in 1961. In the furore of this election season, we can all benefit by pausing and 
realizing that, whatever the outcome, "We are all Americans at heart." (From the US Army's 
"Big Picture" TV series, episode titled "Challenge of Ideas.")

FREEDOM HIGHWAY
These scenes from "Freedom Highway" (1957) will bring back bus trips you once took to tour 
America while "Leaving the driving to Greyhound." The actors include Tommy Kirk, Marshall 
Thompson, Angie Dickinson and cowboy star/singer Tex Ritter in one of his last screen 
appearances. Watch for Davy Crockett as well! This one is guaranteed to revive memories of 
America and traveling by bus.

CARTOON SING-ALONG
This delightful promotional cartoon for Oldsmobile autos will revive memories of the first car 
you owned, and perhaps your first date. Animated by the Max Fleischer Studio in 1931, the 
Bouncing Ball Sing-Along song dates from 1905, which is the vintage of the car in the film. Yet 
the situation of a guy, his gal and his auto-mo-bile is timeless, one many of us have fond 
memories of. That's how Movie Memories work - watch a fun film clip, recall similar scenes 
from your past, and talk about it with friends and family ... if so inclined ...

WHITE ZOMBIE
Bela Lugosi starred in the very first Zombie film in 1932: WHITE ZOMBIE! We collected all the 
Zombie scenes into this short clip so you can skip the rest of the film. Do you look or feel like 
a Zombie? Perhaps married to one? Did you have a favorite Halloween costume as a kid? 
Grab some candy while you watch and talk about this one.

HOUSE ON HAUNTED HILL
The introduction and skeleton scene from "House on Haunted Hill" will bring back scary 
memories of haunted houses you may have visited, either at a carnival or in REAL LIFE! 
Wow! What does scare you today? Here is your chance to talk about it ... or go watch the 
complete film with Vincent Price to witness the spooktacular denouement.

HAUNTED HILL Trailer
Thanks to all who watched and responded to the skeleton scene from HOUSE ON HAUNTED 
HILL (1959). You are sure to enjoy this terrific Coming Attraction Trailer for the film. First is a 
30 second introduction to how "Movie Memory Time" works - watch the short films with friends 
and family, then discuss the end questions as they relate to your life, your past and your 
memories.



SPOOK SHOWS
...were scary events in movie theaters, usually on Halloween or Friday the 13th, often at 
midnight, and primarily in the 1950s and '60s. A horror double feature would be followed by a 
live stage show - magic, hypnosis or monster themed. For the grand finale actors costumed 
like Frankenstein, the Wolf Man and Dracula would go into the audience. Then the theater 
auditorium would go absolutely BLACK. Lots of fun if you brought a date!

13 GHOSTS
As our MMT count-down to Halloween continues, director William Castle appears in the flesh 
to plug his new monster thriller - 13 GHOSTS (1960). Do you believe in ghosts? Did you 
attend monster movies in movie theaters way back when? Which monsters scared you? Did 
you scream? Here is your chance to scream again -- at your computer monitor -- if the spirit 
so moves you.

THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM
The 1961 Roger Corman/Edgar Allen Poe classic THE PIT AND THE PENDULUM is sure to 
unlock memories of VINCENT PRICE and HORROR FILMS in general. Can you stand the 
relentless, slashing suspense of the curved blade swinging back and forth across the chest of 
a victim ... who might be you? Keep repeating to yourself: It's only a Coming Attraction Trailer, 
Only a Trailer.

THE BIG FOUR MONSTERS
Frankenstein, Dracula, The Wolf Man and The Mummy - love them or fear them - have 
touched all of our lives. Which classic MONSTER from Universal Pictures is your favorite? Did 
you first see these films in movie theater revivals or on TV when you were young? Enjoy 
these four trailers to the original Horror Thrillers, and then talk about them ... or dig out a DVD 
and watch them from the top.

LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS
Audrey Jr. is everyone's favorite Monster Killer PLANT and Jack Nicholson is the funniest 
masochistic dental patient ever in Roger Corman's THE LITTLE SHOP OF HORRORS 
(1960). We don't expect this one to bring back memories of being in similar situations, like 
running into a talking plant, but one never knows, does one?

PSYCHO HOUSE TOUR
Alfred Hitchcock tours the Psycho house and motel in this brilliant 6 minute promo for 
PSYCHO (1960). It is certain to bring back memories of where and when you first saw this 
thriller masterpiece. Did you scream at the climax? Talk about your other favorite Hitchcock 
films. Watch, recall and share the scares.

MYSTERY MONSTER
This black and white 1933 short may have been your first childhood exposure to HORROR. 
The producer later regretted the intensity, which is definitely not for young kids, and this might 
explain why the film's copyright was never renewed. This SPOOKY GEM truly is in the public 
domain, despite the fame of its star.

MONSTERS GALORE!
When classic MONSTERS team up in House of Frankenstein, House of Dracula, 
Frankenstein Meets the Wolf Man and A&C Meet F ... are they twice as scary? Are they 



stronger together? Weigh in after watching these 4 Coming Attraction Trailers. By the way, 
what are you doing HALLOWEEN night?

PAN AM TO LONDON, 1958
After an October of scary horror thrills, step back in time and fly on a PAN AM Airplane to 
London in 1958. If you are a youngster, see what you are missing out on flying today.

NOTHING SACRED
This color trailer and fight scene from the comedy NOTHING SACRED (1937) with Carole 
Lombard and Fredric March may spur your recall of knock down fights you may have had with 
your spouse. Hopefully you only fought with words! Did you make up with candy, flowers, a 
trip to Paris or a new car?! Fighting and forgiveness are part of life, as reflected in this MMT 
segment to share with family and friends.

ROY ROGERS at Children's Hospital
This opening from "Song of Texas" (1943) shows Roy Rogers, Trigger and the Sons of the 
Pioneers entertaining in a children's hospital. It is a favorite clip of mine since it is so real. Roy 
was a true american hero who often visited sick children without fanfare, and Trigger too, right 
inside the hospital!


